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Defroster Grid Repair Kit
Repair damaged rear window defroster grids
The 2100 Frost Fighter defroster grid repair material is designed
to repair the fine conductive heating elements on rear window
defrosters.
The damaged area is masked off and repaired by painting
the conductor over the damaged area. The conductor bonds
aggressively, dries quickly and is color matched for invisible
defroster grid repairs.
Each kit comes with full instructions, grid masking tape, cap brush
applicator and enough conductive repair material enough for 15-20
three inch repairs.
Frost Fighter grid repair kits use a highly conductive silver polymer
repair compound. This polymer bonds aggressively to glass and
provides maximum electrical conductivity to restore broken
defroster elements.
Damaged areas up to four inches (10cm) can be repaired. The
material dries to the touch in 10 minutes and is usable in thirty
minutes. Heat to cure the
material for best results.
The conductor is color
matched to the reddish
brown colors used in
automotive defrosters for
nearly invisible repairs.
If the defroster clears only
part of the rear window, it’s
usually a sign of a broken
horizontal grid line. The
first step in repairing this
type of damage is to locate the break by visual inspection. The
smallest break or crack can cause the defroster to fail. Be sure to
have the work area well lighted.
If the break is not obvious after close visual inspection, use a volt
meter or 12 volt lamp to help locate the damage.
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Grid Repair
2100 Grid Repair Kit
The damaged area is masked off using the kits
tape and repaired by painting the conductor
over the damaged area. The conductor bonds
aggressively, dries quickly and is color matched for
invisible defroster grid repairs.
Color Matched
The conductor is color matched to the reddish
brown colors used in
automotive defrosters for
nearly invisible repairs.
Easy to use cap brush
The handy cap brush
can be used to apply the
repair material.
Fast and Easy
Heat cure in as little as
15 minutes for quick tab
repairs.
Many Repairs
Repair up to 15-20 three inch breaks with a single
grid kit for low costs per repair.

